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SUMMARY 

Exhaled breath condensate collection is a method for obtaining the biomarkes from respiratory tract. 

Ceramides are signalling molecules and structural elements of the cell membrane. They are involved 

in inflammatory proceses. Ergosterol is a sterol present in cell membranes of Fungi. It can be a marker 

of Fungi infection. In this thesis we collected exhaled breath condensate of 23 healthy volunteers 

in order to quantify and corelate the levels of ceramides and ergosterol. We detected significant positive 

correlation between ergosterol and very long chain ceramides C24:1 and significant negative correlation 

between ergosterol and very long chain ceramide C26.  We also reported that ceramide content may 

depent on the gender, since ceramide C18:1 was elevated in females and ceramide C24:1 was elevated 

in males.   
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ABSTRAKT  

Odběr dechového kondenzátu je metoda sběru biomarkerů z dýchacích cest. Ceramidy jsou signální 

molekuly a také strukturní komponenty buněčných membrán. Hrají roli v zánětlivých procesech. 

Ergosterol je sterol vyskytující se v buněčných membránách hub. Může být markerem infekce 

způsobené patogenem z říše hub. V rámci práce jsme odebrali vzorky dechového kondenzátu dvaceti 

třem zdravým dobrovolníkům za účelem kvantifikace a korelace ceramidů a ergosterolu. Detekovali 

jsme signifikantní pozitivní korelaci mezi ergosterolem a ceramidem C24:1 a signifikantní negativní 

korelaci mezi ergosterolem a ceramidem C26. Rovněž jsme pozorovali zvýšenou hladinu ceramidu 

C18:1 u žen a zvýšenou hladinu ceramidu C24:1 u mužů.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The thesis focuses on the lipidomic analysis of the exhaled breath condensate. The molecules 

of interests are ceramides, which have never been analyzed in this kind of sample. Because 

ceramides are structural and signalling molecules that participate in inflammatory processes, 

their equilibrium in exhaled breath condensate may reflect the conditions of patient´s airways.  

Another analyzed compound is ergosterol, a sterol present in cell membranes of the fungi. Fungi 

spores are omnipresent and can impact our respiratory tract causing a fungal infection. Hence, 

the thesis aims to quantify the levels of ceramides and ergosterol in exhaled breath condensate. 

The role of ceramides and ergosterol as potential biological markers will be discussed.  
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2 AIMS OF THE THESIS 

Quantification of ceramides in exhaled breath condensate. 

Quantification of ergosterol in exhaled breath condensate. 

Correlation of the ergosterol and ceramide content in exhaled breath condensate. 

Discusse the role of role of ceramides and ergosterol as potential biological markers.  
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

3. 1.1 SPHINGOLIPIDS 

Sphingolipids are a lipid class that was first discovered in brain tissue. They 

are the critical part of phospholipid membranes and signal molecules – intracellular second 

messengers and extracellular mediators. Their signalling depends on all kinds of stimuli, 

from inflammation to stress. They can be quickly synthesized. The sphingolipid pathway has 

a de novo synthesis and two anabolic pathways that allow the formations of new structures from 

existing ones. (Yang et Uhlig, 2011). 

 The backbone of sphingolipids consists of the hydrophobic part known as a sphingoid 

base and the hydrophilic part. A sphingoid base is usually 16 carbons long, and it forms 

an amide bond that connects the base to the fatty acid. The base can be represented 

by sphingosine (2-amino-4-trans-octadecene-1,3-diol) or sphinganine 

((2S,3R)2-aminooctadecane-1,3-diol) etc. Hydrophilic parts may vary. In the simplest 

sphingolipids (e.g. ceramides) they are represented only by hydroxyl groups. Phosphates and 

sugar residues are part of more complex sphingolipids structures (e.g. sphingomyelin, 

cerebroside) (Yang et Uhlig, 2011). 

The synthesis of sphingolipids occurs in the membrane of the smooth endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) and in the Golgi apparatus (GA). Enzymes called serine palmitoyltransferases 

(Sptlc1and Sptlc2) process palmitic acid and serine to form 3-ketosphinganine. Another ER 

membrane enzyme known as 3-ketosphinganine reductase (Kdsr) reduces 3-ketosphinganine 

to sphinganine. The next step of this pathway is acylation of sphinganine which is catalyzed 

by one of the six ceramide synthases (CerS1–6) that have been characterized in vertebrates 

(Yavin et Gatt, 1969) (Sribney, 1966). Each of the six CerS utilizes fatty acids with different 

carbon number coupled with coenzyme A (CoA). The range is wide. The shortest fatty acid 

used by CerS can be 14 carbons long, and the longest one can be 26 carbon long. The CerS1 

processes acyl-CoA with 18C fatty acid residue. The CerS2 processes acyl-CoA with 20C, 22C, 

24C and 26C fatty acid residues. The CerS3 processes acyl CoA with 22C, 24C and 26C fatty 

acid residues. The CerS4 processes acyl CoA with 18C and 20C fatty acid residues. The CerS5 

processes acyl-CoA with 16C fatty acid residue. The Cers6 processes acyl CoA with 14C and 

16C fatty acid residues (Mizutani et al, 2005). The products of this part of the synthesis are 

dihydroceramide with various lengths of the acyl side chains. Based on this parameter, 

ceramides can be classified as long-chain ceramides (C14:0–C20:0), very-long-chain ceramides 

(C22:0–C26:0) and ultra-long-chain ceramides (> 26 carbons). The synthesis of ceramides 
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is completed by one of the desaturases which are located in the ER (Degs1 and Degs2) (Gárić 

et al., 2019).   

The ceramide transport from the smooth ER into the GA is maintained by the ceramide 

transfer protein (CERT). Only C14, C16, C18, and C20 ceramides and their derivates can 

be effectively transported by CERT (Kumagai et al, 2005).  The mechanism transporting very-

long-chain ceramides from ER to plasma membrane is unknown (Garić et al, 2019). Ceramides 

can also be transported inside the vesicles. However, ceramides from vesicular transport are not 

used in the sphingolipid synthesis. They are a substrate for glucosylceramide synthesis. CERT 

transport's ceramides are utilized by sphingomyelin synthases (Sgms1 and Sgms2), which form 

sphingomyelin by binding phosphatidylcholine onto the primary hydroxyl group of ceramides 

(Hanada et al., 2003).  More complex glycosphingolipids are as well synthesized in the GA 

by the glucosylceramide synthase (Ugcg). Ugcg produces precursor glucosylceramides. They 

are then transported by four-phosphate adaptor protein (Fapp2) into the trans-Golgi, where 

the glycosphingolipids synthesis is completed (Garić et al, 2019). 

The sphingomyelins can be converted to ceramides by a family of enzymes called 

sphingomyelinases. We distinguish acid, neutral, and alkaline sphingomyelinase. Each of them 

has a different pH optimum for activity. The acid sphingomyelinase (ASM) plays a part 

in the cell response to the infection (Henry et al., 2013). 

Ceramides are also processed in the synthesis of ceramide-1-phosphate (C1P). 

The phosphate binds to the OH group originated from serine. This reaction is catalyzed by 

ceramide kinase (CERK) (Lamour et al., 2007). C1P is then transported to the cell membrane 

by C1P transport protein (CPTP) (Simanshu et al., 2017). 

Ceramidases (Asah1, Asah2, Acer1, Acer2) are enzymes that degrade ceramides 

to obtain sphingosine. Sphingosine can be turned to sphingosine1-phosphate (S1P) 

by phosphorylation which is maintained by sphingosine kinases (Sphk1 and Sphk2) (Stoffel 

et al., 1968). Sphk1is located in the plasma membrane. Sphk2 is located in the nucleus. (Garić 

et al., 2019). S1P serves as a signalling molecule to decrease the inflammatory response, and 

it is essential in proper embryonic angiogenesis. And it has a wide spectrum of impact 

on the blood cells (Kono et al., 2004). For details of sphingolipid synthetis see Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 – Biosynthesis of ceramides and other sphingolipids 

According to Gárić et al., 2019 
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3.1.2 CERAMIDES  

Firstly, ceramides are a vital part of phospholipid membranes. They form lipid rafts 

which are more stable than the rest of the membrane partially because of cholesterol. Also, 

sphingolipid's acyl chains are usually more saturated than the acyl chains of the rest of the lipids 

in the membrane. At low temperature, 4 °C, the lipid rafts are resistant to various detergents 

like Triton-X or Brij-98 (Schuck et al., 2003).  Many proteins are associated with lipid rafts e.g. 

proteins with a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor, and their extraction impacts 

the lipid raft structure (Brown et Rose, 1992) (Skibbens et al., 1989). The lack of cholesterol 

or sphingolipids facilitates the dissolution of proteins associated with lipid rafts (Hanada et al., 

1995). There are two types of lipid rafts; the planar or non-caveolar and the calveolar. 

The caveolae lipid rafts form tube-like invaginations in the membrane known as calveolins 

(Lingwood et Simons, 2009) (Rothberg et al., 1992). The caveolae lipids rafts are a part 

of a process known as clathrin-independent endocytosis, particularly endocytosis via caveolae. 

This process internalizes, e.g. certain virus particles, cholera and tetanus toxin, folic acid, serum 

albumin, autocrine motility factor (AMF), alkaline phosphatase, GPI‐anchored green 

fluorescent protein (GPI‐GFP), and the bodipy-labelled glycosphingolipid Lactosyl Ceramide 

(LacCer) (Pelkmans et Helenius, 2002) (Montesano et al., 1982) (Rothberg et al., 1990) 

(Schnitzer et al., 1994) (Benlimame et al., 1998) (Parton et al., 1994) (Nichols et al., 2001) 

(Puri et al,. 2001). The equilibrium of ceramides in the phospholipid membrane determines 

membrane permeability.  Membranes with increased content of long-chain ceramides are more 

permeable for water than membranes with increased content of very-long-chain ceramides 

(Pullmannová et al. 2017). 

Ceramides play a part in the process of apoptosis. In radiation-induced apoptosis, 

elevated levels of ceramide C16:0 were found in sensitive Jurkat cells and not in radioresistant 

K562 cells. Moreover, the concentration of ceramide C16:0 in Junkart cells increased with 

radiation exposure time (Thomas et al, 1999). Elevated ceramide C16:0 levels had been 

reported in the tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) treated Ad5IκB-infected apoptotic hepatocytes 

from rats and mouses cell lines (Osawa et al, 2005). Therefore, ceramides may play an vital 

role in apoptosis induction.  

Cell proliferation also involves ceramide synthesis. However, the effects of long-chain 

ceramides and very-long-chain ceramides may vary. A study performed on MCF-7 and 

HCT-116 cell lines in which various type of CerS were overexpressed, CerS4 and CerS6, which 

leads to an increased level of long-chain ceramides, contributed to mitochondrial damage and 
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apoptosis or necrosis and thus inhibition of the cell proliferation (Hartmann et al, 2012). A long 

chain ceramide C16:0 induces changes in the mitochondria membrane that release 

cytochrome c and induce apoptosis (Siskind et al., 2002). On the other hand, mitochondria 

of overnight-starved male rats exposed to the mixed C22:0 and C16:0 ceramides showed less 

damage than the treatment with a single ceramide (Stiban et Perera, 2015). Therefore, 

the equilibrium of ceramides may have a significant impact on cell proliferation.  

Phosphatase 2A (PP2A) enzymes are Ser/Thr phosphatases that mean they remove 

phosphate from serine and threonine residues of target proteins and regulate several cellular 

functions. Ceramides regulate (PP2A) activity by binding to the inhibitor 2 of protein 

phosphatase 2A (I2PP2A). Studies also suggested that I2PP2A has more affinity towards 

ceramide C18:0 than ceramide C16:0 (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2008) (Saddoughi et al., 2013). 

For example, PPA2 enzymes dephosphorylate c-Myc transcription factor (Yeh et al., 2004), 

which is then ubiquitinated. Constitutive overexpression of c-Myc is present in various types 

of tumors (Spencer et Groudine, 1991).   

Another enzyme affected by the activity of ceramides is protein kinase C ζ (PKCζ). 

This atypical protein kinase is involved in cancer development, cell proliferation and junction 

formation (Islam et al., 2018) (Suzuki et al., 2001). It has been suggested that higher expression 

and activation of PKCζ is involved in developing invasive and metastatic breast cancers. 

The PKCζ depleted cells struggled to form metastasis (Paul et al., 2015). Loss of PKCζ 

generates an overproduction of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and, in turn, tumorigenesis, as observed 

in Ras-induced lung adenocarcinoma in mice (Galvez et al., 2009). Ceramide C16:0 binds 

PKCζ and contributes to activate the signalling cascade with MAPK/ERK kinase kinase 1 

(MEKK1), SEK, and stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK). This cascade inhibits insulin-like 

growth factor-1 (IGF-1), leading to cell cycle arrest (Bourbon et al., 2000). 

The importance of CerS and their ceramide products were studied in CerS knockout 

mice. The CerS1mutants suffered from progressive ataxia, loss of cerebellar Purkinje cells and 

abnormal cumulation of lipofuscin within neurons. The mice were smaller and hyperactive.  

However, the lifespan of CerS1 deficient mice wasn’t significantly shortened in comparison 

with the lifespan of wild type mice (Zhao et al., 2011).  

The CerS3 is vital for the proper development of the skin. The KO mice lacked 

sphingolipids with ultra-long-chain fatty acid residues. They had discontinuous extracellular 

lipid lamellae and changes within a cornified cell envelope structure that replaces the plasma 

membrane in differentiated keratinocytes. Those changes included unmasked loricrin, which 

is a protein forming a vast majority of the cornified cell envelope, hyperkeratosis, persistence 
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of periderm and non-peripheral corneodesmosomes, which are structures derived from 

desmosomes. Their degradation is necessary for desquamation. The mice also displayed 

a defect in the processing of profilaggrin, which is the precursor of filaggrin – skin protein 

contributing to the formation of skin barrier by interaction with intermediate filaments 

(Ishitsuka et Roop, 2020) (Bernadrd et al., 2001) (Steiner et al., 1981) (Sakabe et al., 2013). 

The lack of CerS3 and its products in those mice led to lethal transepidermal water loss 

(Jennemann et al., 2012).  Another study shows that Cers3 is essential for spermatogenesis. 

Lack of CerS3 product during spermatogenesis leads to enhanced apoptosis during meiosis and 

the formation of multinuclear giant cells. It can also lead to spermatogenic arrest (Rabionet 

et al., 2015). 

The CerS4 knockout mice displayed alopecia due to the hair canal blocking caused 

by sebum with impaired function due to the changes in lipid composition. The CerS2 

is partially capable of replacing the CerS4 in ceramide production. However, the levels 

of sphingomyelins synthetized from ceramide C18:0 and C20:0 were lowered in the dermis and 

the levels of sphingomyelins derived from C16:0 were higher than in the wild type mice (Ebel 

et al., 2014).  

The CerS5 knockout mice do not show any significant phenotype differences 

in comparison with the wild mice. However, the CerS5 maintains the usual levels of ceramide 

C16:0 within the lungs, spleen, muscle, liver, and white adipose tissue. Interestingly, the CerS5 

knockout mice mutants on a high-fat diet did not become insulin-resistant like wild-type mice. 

The insulin levels in blood serum of CerS5 knockout mice on high-fat diet and CerS5 knockout 

mice on low-fat diet were lower than those in wild-type mice. High-fat diet also leads to 

autophagy within tissues in wild type mice and not in Cers5 knockout mice. Thus, CerS5 

possibly plays a part in obesity, insulin resistance and adipose tissue inflammation (Gosejacob 

et al, 2016). 

The effects of the lack of CerS6 activity are similar to those of lack of CerS5 activity. 

In CerS6 KO mice, mitochondria incorporation of palmitoyl-CoA is deficient, along with 

the concentration of ceramide C16:0 in different organs (Ebel et al., 2013). CerS6 KO mice 

showed increased resistance to high-fat diet as the CerS5 deficient mice. The CerS6 knockout 

mice had reduced adipocyte size, lower serum leptin concentrations, lower macrophage adipose 

tissue infiltration, and inflammatory cytokine production. The expression of CerS6 in white 

adipose tissue positively correlates with body mass index, hyperglycemia and body fat content 

in humans and negatively correlates with glucose infusion rate during euglycemic-

hyperinsulinemic clamps that means higher CerS6 expression correlates with insulin resistance. 
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The ceramides C14:0–C18:0, C22:0 and sphingomyelins were also increased in obese 

participants of the study (Turpin et al., 2014).  However, the mice lacking CerS6 activity 

developed a condition known as clasping abnormality in the hind limbs that can indicate 

impaired motoneuronal functions (Cuellar et al., 2008). This hypothesis was also supported 

by the horizontal wire test (Ebel et al, 2013). 

The deficiency of CerS2 has more profound effects on the mammal organism. 

It was also studied on mice. The levels of very long-chain ceramides were reduced, and 

the levels of long-chain ceramides like ceramide C16:0 were increased in liver, kidneys and 

lungs in mice and in transformed human lung cells (Petrache et al., 2013). Furthermore, 

the liver of the mice developed hepatomegaly at the age of 4 months and then hepatocarcinoma 

at the age of 7 months (Pewzner-Jung et al., 2010). The kidneys were also impacted 

by the formation of discrete gaps in renal parenchyma. 

The deficiency of CerS2 also causes myelin destabilization. Around 9 months of age 

it leads to degeneration of the medullary tree and the internal granular layer of the cerebellum, 

which is manifested by the formation of microcysts (Imgrund et al., 2009). The CerS2 

is the most abundant type of CerS in the lungs. Therefore, the lungs of CerS2 knockout mice 

displayed patchy areas of perivascular inflammation and accumulation of alveolar macrophages 

in the airspaces. Also, the levels of macrophages in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluids of those 

mice have elevated, and the levels of lymphocytes and neutrophils in the airways (Petrache 

et al., 2013). These conditions caused by long-chain and very-long-chain ceramides imbalance 

within impacted mice do not protect the animals from respiratory infections. 

On the other hand, the inflammatory environment contributes to the onset of bacterial 

respiratory infection. This effect has been observed on CerS2 knockout mice and on patients 

with cystic fibrosis (CF), which is an autosomal recessive disease with an impact on cystic 

fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) (Riordan et al., 1998). CFTR 

is a membrane protein, specifically a chlorine channel (Liu et al., 2017). If it malfunctions, 

the transepithelial movement of water is slowed down. The lack of CFTR leads to thickening 

of the surfactant in the lungs and mucus in the intestines and other secretions in sinuses, 

pancreas, hepatobiliary tree, and vas deferens.  Patients with CP prone to suffer from respiratory 

infection, which can endanger their lives. Samples from airway epithelial, tracheal, and 

bronchial cell from CerS2 null mice, CF mice and nasal epithelial cell samples from CF patients 

had lower levels of sphingosine. The CerS2 null mice had also increased levels of ceramides.  

If the CerS2 null mice and the CF mice were supplemented with sphingosine via inhalation, 
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they did not develop a severe infection after being treated with Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

(Pewzner-Jung et al., 2014). 

CerS are capable of forming dimers and regulating their activity due to this action. 

Studies presented an explanation that the substrate binding to one CerS monomer allosterically 

affects substrate binding to the other one. Either homodimers or heterodimers can be formed. 

The activity of CerS5 is inhibited after coexpression in a homodimer with catalytically inactive 

CerS5. The activity of CerS2 is enhanced by coexpression with catalytically inactive CerS5 

or CerS6. CerS5 and CerS2 heterodimers produce very-long-chain ceramides. CerS5 

homodimers produce long-chain ceramides (Laviad et al., 2012). 
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3.1.3 SHINGOLIPIDS AND CERAMIDES WITHIN LUNGS DISEASE  

Sphingolipids play an essential role in lung development, and they are critical 

to surfactant production. Mammal lungs maintain a specific lipid-protein layer which changes its 

composition during fetal development. Among other compounds of this layer, we may find 

lecithin and sphingomyelin. Their ratio is crucial in the diagnosis of fetal lung maturity. It can 

be analyzed using amniotic fluid since the lipids in the fluid reflect the lipids in the fetus's lungs. 

If the ratio is below 2 the infant will have the risk of neonatal respiratory distress syndrome. 

The neonatal respiratory distress syndrome results from insufficient production of surfactant that 

leads to higher alveolar surface tension causing breathing difficulties which can lead 

to pneumothorax or lung collapse (Gluck et al., 1971) (McPherson et Wambach, 2018). 

Ceramide levels are elevated when the lungs are exposed to reactive oxygen and nitrogen 

species.  The oxidative stress caused by hydrogen peroxide upregulates neutral 

sphingomyelinase 2, more sphingomyelin is produced and consequently more ceramide. This 

event leads to hydrogen-induced apoptosis. Cigarettes smoke has similar effects on ceramide 

levels and lung cell apoptosis (Goldkorn et al., 1998) (Levy et al., 2009).  

When the lung cells are exposed to NO,  reactive nitrogen species, the ceramide levels 

increase, but apoptotic cells do not. NO induces the activity of CerS, so ceramides are 

synthesized de novo. However, NO also stimulates interaction between acid sphingomyelinase 

and caspase-3. Caspase-3 is a protease involved in DNA fragmentation, nuclear condensation, 

and membrane blebbing (Enari et al., 1998) (Sahara et al., 1999) (Sebbagh et al., 2001).  

Therefore, oxidative stress caused by reactive oxygen and nitrogen species induces apoptosis 

in lung cells via ceramides generated by various metabolic pathways. This process may 

be a mechanism by which ceramide metabolism impacts the lung diseases associated with 

cigarette smoking and air pollution.  

Ceramide rich lipids rafts tend to spontaneously form larger platforms (Nurminen et al., 

2002). These platforms change the membrane properties since they contribute to the entrapment 

and clustering of receptors and intracellular signalling molecules. This effect is made possible 

by the interaction between the entrapped receptors and ceramides enriched domains. 

The entrapment would be energetically unfavourable in membrane regions without such 

concentrations of ceramides (Grassmé et al., 2001, 2003A, B) (Bock and Gulbins, 2002). 

The high density of receptors in this part of the membrane is very effective in signalling. 

Interestingly, these platforms are formed to respond to various stimuli including infections with 

pathogens such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Neisseriae gonorrhoeae, Neisseria meningitides, 
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rhinovirus, and measles virus (Grassmé et al., 2003A) (Grassmé et al., 1997) (Simonis et al., 

2014) (Grassmé et  al., 2005) (Gassert et al., 2009) (Avota et al., 2011) (Seitz et al., 2015). After 

the infection by e.g. Pseudomonas aeruginosa the acid, sphingomyelinase is activated and 

translocated onto outer layer of the plasma membrane (Grassmé et al., 2003A) (Zhang et al., 

2008). Acid sphingomyelinase produces ceramides from sphingomyelins and attracts receptors 

and enzymes which are important for the defense against pathogen e.g.  NADPH-oxidases which 

produce reactive oxygen species, and CD95 receptor, which is involved in Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa mediated cell death (Grassmé et al., 2000) (Grassmé et al., 2003A) (Zhang et al., 

2008) (Zhang et al., 2010). The sphingomyelinase-deficient mice or cells with sphingomyelinase 

inhibition are more susceptible to pulmonary infections caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

(Grassemé et al, 2003A). The destruction of the lipid rafts alone also worsens Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa by  host cells (Kowalski and Pier, 2003). Other studies on Listeria monocytogenes 

showed the importance of the sphingomyelinase/ceramide system (Cossart et al., 1989). 

The sphingomyelinase deficiency makes the organism more susceptible to Listeria 

monocytogenes infection. It is believed that it impairs the mechanism of the fusion of Listeria 

monocytogenes-containing late phagosomes with lysosomes (Utermöhlen et al., 2003). However, 

mice who lack acid sphingomyelinase are more resistant to Mycobacterium avium infections 

(Utermöhlen et al., 2008), and the mechanism is not fully understood. In conclusion, 

the sphingomyelinase/ceramide system is essential in the physiological and pathological 

response to pathogens.  

Chronic lung diseases also modify the lipidomic profile of the patients. In asthma, 

ceramides are related to airflow obstruction, bronchial hyperresponsiveness, and underlying 

inflammation. Asthma is further classified based on clinical characteristics, biomarkers, lung 

physiology, genetics, histopathology, epidemiology, and treatment response according 

to specific guidelines (ARIA). 

The most common endotype of asthma is allergic asthma. Its symptoms include specific 

allergic bronchospasms after exposure to the allergen. Allergens also trigger the subsequent 

inflammatory cell influx, typical of the late asthmatic response. A common feature of asthma 

patients is allergic rhinitis which is also associated with IgE levels. However, airway 

inflammation is usually detected by spirometry before and after a bronchodilator, and 

by fractionated exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO).  FeNO levels are clinically valuable indicators 

of the inflammatory burden in the airways (Lötvall et al., 2011).  

Sphingolipid levels were analyzed in plasma of the house dust mite allergic asthmatic 

and rhinitis patients. Allergic reaction and allergen-induced asthma of the patients were 
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triggered intrabronchially with Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus extract. During the early 

asthma response, the levels of S1P were increased in the house dust mite allergic asthmatic 

patients, who developed late asthmatic response in the future. Thus, the lipidomic profile in this 

asthma endotype impacts the severity and length of the reaction to the allergen. (Kowal 

et al.,2019). 

Another lung disease in which the metabolic profile has been studied is chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). It is defined by irreversible air inflow limitation, which 

worsens over time because of damage to the airway and lung parenchyma due to chronic 

inflammation (Yoon et al., 2017).  COPD develops in the susceptible lungs after their long-time 

exposure to environmental stimuli like household air pollution or tobacco smoking. However, 

COPD can also be induced by infection. This disease is progressive, but treatment and 

preventions are possible. Studies also suggested that e-cigarette smoking may alter 

the metabolome of human bronchial epithelial cells. Toxins that are present in cigarette smoke 

are also detectable in e-cigarette vapour. Therefore, e-cigarette smoking may contribute 

to COPD development, and it can´t be considered harmless if this link will be confirmed (Aug 

et al., 2015). 

Various COPD phenotypes are distinguishable base on the rate of airflow obstruction, 

emphysema, chronic bronchitis, and frequent exacerbations. Emphysema is the destructive and 

permanent enlargement of distal airspaces and alveolar walls, ultimately leading to impaired 

oxygenation (Snider et al., 1985). In an emphysema model in laboratory animals induced 

by blocking VEGF receptor, the levels of ceramides are increased (Kasahara et al., 2000). 

If ceramide de novo synthesis is inhibited, the apoptosis induced by blocking the VEGF 

receptor decreased. In the same study, the authors also analyzed levels of ceramides in smokers 

with emphysema. In comparison with healthy controls, the ceramides of smokers with 

emphysema were increased, particularly in alveolar septal cells and alveolar macrophages. 

Ceramides levels of smokers without emphysema were also altered. Therefore, maintaining 

an optimal balance of lung ceramides is important because its alternations are linked 

to the development of pro-inflammatory and apoptotic conditions that can lead to emphysema 

like symptoms (Petrache et al., 2005). 

Another study focused on which changes within the lipidomic profile in the patient´s 

plasma are detectable in various COPD phenotypes (Bowler et al., 2015).  Plasma ceramides 

in patients with emphysema were lowered. The authors propose that decreased plasma 

ceramide levels may be caused by increased sphingomyelinase activity and other components 

of ceramide recycling pathways. Other sphingolipids that negatively correlated 
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with the emphysema phenotype were gangliosides and sphingomyelins. Trihexosylceramide 

is positively associated with frequent COPD exacerbations. A significant correlation of specific 

sphingolipids with the rest of the COPD phenotypes wasn´t detected in the study (Bowler et al., 

2015).  

According to presented studies, ceramides are closely linked to lung disease, and they 

can serve as a marker of pathogen invasion or oxidative stress induce by pollutants. To test this 

hypothesis, we analyzed the levels of ceramides in exhaled breath condensate (EBC) by mass 

spectrometry. The thesis aims to test if EBC analysis can serve as a  noninvasive method 

for detecting airway inflammation and perhaps reduce the necessity of invasive procedures 

such as bronchoalveolar lavage and lung biopsy. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 MASS SPECTROMETRY 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a qualitative and quantitative laboratory method that analyzes 

ions based on their mass to charge ratio (m/z). It was invented in the late 1880s, and at first, 

it was only used to analyze volatile compounds with a molecular weight under 1000 Da. 

Nowadays, the method is usually combined with HPLC or gas chromatography.  

In order to undergo analysis, the substance needs to be ionized. This can be done by soft 

ionizing methods or hard ionizing methods. Soft methods transfer the minimum internal energy 

on the analyte in the process compared to the hard methods. The oldest ionizing method used 

was the electron beam which impacts the analyte in the vacuum. The analyte needs 

to be in the gas phase to be ionized by this process. The electrons are generated by thin heated 

metal wire. They interact with the volatile particles in the gas, turning them into radical cations.  

This process can be replaced by chemical ionization or plasma desorption which are classified 

as soft ionizing methods.  They produce molecular ions and not radical cations, which 

is convenient because molecular ions are more stable. The principle of chemical ionization 

is the ionization of neutral molecules like methane by electrons. Later the ionized molecules 

interact with the sample turning it into ions. Both electron beam ionization and chemical 

ionization can be used only with samples with a molecular weight under 1000 Da. The plasma 

desorption ionizes samples up to 100 000 Da of molecular weight.  
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Another soft ionizing technique is electrospray ionization (ESI). To perform ESI 

the analyte needs to dissolve in a polar buffer and spray it into the chamber using a thin needle 

with electrical potential; the solvent with analyte are nebulized. The mist is then exposed to warm 

neutral gas in order to vaporize and release ions. Two theories of ESI describe this step. The first 

theory is ion evaporation method. The ions are dispersed into the gas phase thanks to Columbic 

forces, which eventually exceed the shrinking droplets' surface tension. This theory would 

accurately describe the process for ions with m/z ratio lower than 30. Another theory, called 

the charge residue model, explains the ion release for ions with m/z ratio over 30. The droplets 

vaporization is combined with the droplets fragmentation, resulting in multiple charged ions 

releasing into the gas phase. ESI can be used on ions with a wide range of molecular weight. 

Since ESI operates with solutions, it is commonly used to process the samples separated in liquid 

chromatography. 

The technique called matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) is broadly 

used in the analysis of DNA (Gut, 2004), lipids (Balazy, 2004) and glycoconjugates (Harvey, 

1999). This technique is similar to the laser beam impact. However, the analyte is dissolved 

in a solvent and then mixed with a matrix which is then dried. The matrix is then impacted 

by a laser beam which releases the ions of the analyte. The matrix block can be placed 

in a vacuum. However, MALDI in atmospheric pressure is also possible (Laiko et al., 2000). 

After the sample is ionized, the ions need to be separated based on their m/z ratio. 

This is a task performed by mass analyzers. There are three basic analyzer types: quadrupole 

analyzer, time of flight analyzer and quadrupole ion trap analyzer. 

The quadrupole analyzer was invented by Wolfgang Paul – laureate of the Nobel prize. 

(Paul et Steinwedel, 1956).  It consists of four-rod electrodes that are parallel to each other. 

The two opposite electrodes have a positive DC voltage (U); the other two have a negative DC 

voltage (U), and all the rods have AC potential with high radiofrequency. Ions oscillate 

at the centre of the quadrupole axis.   The quadrupole is set to release only ions with a certain 

m/z ratio. Ions with different m/z ratios are deflected from their trajectory, and they end 

up on the quadrupole rods.  The amplitude and voltage of the electrodes change over time, 

although their ratio remains stable. Gradually all ions m/z ratio categories are released from 

the quadrupole filter onto the detector. However, the quadrupole analyzer is only suitable 

for analysing ions with a molecular weight under 4000 Da. This problem can be prevented 

by using more quadrupoles lined up in a row or by the use of the quadrupole in combination with 

the time of flight analyzer.  
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The principle of the time of flight analyzer is that the ions with different m/z ratios will 

fly the same trajectory at various times after being accelerated with the same energy of a voltage 

pulse. It consists of 1–2 m long tube which does not contain any magnetic or electric field.  

The problem with this type of analysis is that the ions do not enter the tube all at once. 

The solution is to equip the tube with an electrostatic ion mirror, an electric field in the ion´s 

trajectory. Ion is supposed to bounce back from the electrostatic ion mirror, change its direction, 

and continue to the detector. Ions with higher kinetic energy go deeper into the mirror's electric 

field, and they are slowed down compared to the ions with lower kinetic energy. Therefore, 

the differences between ions are balanced, and the time of their flight to the detector depends 

primarily on their m/z ratio. Another detector can be placed behind the mirror to detect the ions 

that get through. Time of flight analyzer can analyze a wider range of molecules based on their 

molecular weight, up to kDa.  

 The ion trap analyzer was also introduced by Wolfgang Paul and his team (Paul 

et Steinwedel, 1956). And because of it the two most common types of ion traps are referred 

as Paul trap. We distinguish quadrupole/cylindrical (or 3D) and linear (or 2D) Paul trap. The 3D 

trap has one central ring electrode and two isolated side electrodes. The ions get inside the trap 

through the opening in the middle of one of the side electrodes. They are delivered there thanks 

to a voltage pulse and then they are trapped inside because of the voltage on the central ring 

electrode. Then they proceed through the opening in the second side electrode onto the detector. 

They are released based on their m/z ratio due to the electrode´s voltage change. The 2D trap has 

two isolated side electrodes and four parallel cylindrical electrodes. It is more effective than 

the 3D trap (Arevalo et al., 2020). 

Apart from the single-stage mass spectrometry with one analyzer, the tandem mass 

spectrometry utilises a whole set of analyzers. For example, the triple quadrupole instrument 

consists of one quadrupole which selects the targeted ions, a collision cell where the ions collide 

and fragment, and second quadrupole which selects the fragmented ions. Also, the combination 

of three to two quadrupoles and one time of flight analyzer is commonly used. This type of mase 

spectrometry can be combined with ESI or MALDI with a little manipulation 

of the configuration, and it has higher sensitivity compared to triple quadrupole (El-Anned et al., 

2009). 

The MS detectors can be an electron multiplayer, a photomultiplier – the ions hit 

the phosphor plate, which emits photons, or a Faraday cage.  

The collected data from the mass spectrometer are presented in the form of MS spectrums 

where the x-axis represents the m/z ratio and the y-axis the relative intensity. The highest peak 
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represents 100 % intensity. The spectra are unique for the analyzed molecules. The peak with 

the highest m/z ratio often represents the molecular ion. The peaks with the lower m/z ratio are 

the fragment ions. 

To quantify the target analyte, we can use three methods: quantitation by external 

standardization,  internal standardization, and isotope dilution. The quantitation by external 

standardization requires the assembly of the calibration curve of standards. The quantitation 

by internal standardization is easier and faster. The known amount of a compound with similar 

ionization efficiency and retention time as the analyte is added to the sample. The quantitation 

by isotope dilution is a unique form of internal standardization. The compound added 

to the sample is the analyte labeled by isotope. For example, the methyl in the formula 

is exchanged for trideuteromethyl. Because the concentration of the standard is known, 

the concentration of the analyte can be calculated. Sometimes the standards have slightly 

different time of elution from the chromatography apparatus that separates the mixture before 

MS (Gross, 2017). 
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3.3 CHLOROFORM METHANOL EXTRACTION   

To identify and quantify lipids from plasma, tissues, cell cultures or exhale breath 

condensate, they first need to be extracted. In 1928 Bloor published a paper with a new method 

to extract lipids from plasma and tissues with ethanol-ether mixture, chloroform and petrolether 

(Bloor, 1928). However, it was replaced by the Folch method to extract the lipids from 

the brain tissue. The tissue is homogenized in the chloroform-methanol mixture (2:1) (v/v). 

The sample is filtrated. Because it contains non-lipid substances, it is washed by the water 

in the volume that represented 20 % of the sample volume. This washing step leads 

to a loss of nearly a 1 % of extracted brain lipids and to the separation of the two layers.  After 

the extraction the upper layer of methanol and water contains non-lipidic substances and 

the lover chloroform layer contains nearly all lipids of the brain tissue (Folch, 1957). 

Nowadays, the filtration step is not often used to avoid contamination. Also, 

the homogenization of the sample precedes the addition of the extraction mixture 

if the experiment is performed on microscale samples and the homogenization should 

be performed in constant low temperatures. When the water is added to the mixture, 

the composition of the upper layer is 3:48:47 (v/v/v) for chloroform, methanol and water, and 

the composition of the lower layer is 86:14:1 (v/v/v). Between the layers is interphase with 

precipitated proteins (Eggers et Schwudke, 2016). 

The principle of the Folch method is defined by Nernst’s partition law between two 

non-miscible solvents. The distribution coefficient (KD) is defined as the concentration 

of component 1 in solvent A divided by the concentration of  component 1 in solvent B. 

And this coefficient is constant in the given temperature. However, this basic equation does not 

describe the reality properly due to the tendency of lipids to form micelles and aggregates 

in all kinds of solvents, polar and non-polar. The Folch method is effective because 

chloroform/methanol/water mixture has a low capacity for lipid aggregate forming. (Eggers 

et Schwudke, 2016). 

The representation of lipids in the layers is also linked to the presence of mineral salts 

of Na, K, Ca, and Mg in the sample. The cations of those salts decrease the dissociation 

of the acidic lipides, which leads to the lipid´s absence in the upper layer (Folch, 1957). 

In this thesis, we will use the Folch method to extract the lipids from exhaled breath 

condensate, which consist mostly of water. And there will be no need to add water in order 

to separate the layers.  
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4 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

4.1 Biological material 

• Exhaled breath condensate from 23 healthy non-smokers aged 20–23 

Lipid standards (Avanti Polar Lipids): 

• C14 Ceramide (d18:1/14:0) 860514  

• C17 Ceramide (d18:1/17:0) 860517  

• C18:1 Ceramide (d18:1/18:1(9Z)) 860519 

• C18 Ceramide (d18:1/18:0) 860518  

• C20 Ceramide (d18:1/20:0) 860520 

• C24 Ceramide (d18:1/24:0) 860524 

• C24:1 Ceramide (d18:1/24:1(15Z)) 860525  

• C16 Ceramide-d7 (d18:1-d7/16:0) 860676  

• C18 Ceramide-d7 (d18:1-d7/18:0) 860677 

• C18:1 Ceramide-d7 (d18:1-d7/18:1) 860747  

• C24 Ceramide-d7 (d18:1-d7/24:0) 860678 

• C24:1 Ceramide-d7 (d18:1-d7/24:1(15Z)) 860679  

 

4.2 Chemicals, kits, and solutions  

Chemicals 

• Chloroform Sigma Aldrich reagents (catalog number: 288306) 

• Methanol Sigma Aldrich reagents (catalog number: 322415) 

• Ethanol Sigma Aldrich reagents (catalog number: E7023)  

 

Kits  

• SecurityGuard 4 × 2.0 mm C18 guard pre-column (Phenomenex) 

• Separation column Kinetex 2.1 × 50 mm C18 (Phenomenex) 

 

4.3 Equipment 

• Benchtop Centrifuge 5810R (Eppendorf) 

• Dionex UltiMate 3000 LC-system (AB sciex) 

• Laboratory fume hood (Merci) 

• QTrap 5500 mass spectrometers (AB sciex) 
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• Transportable unit for research of biomarkers obtained and disposable exhaled condensate 

collection system TURBO DECCS 14 (Medivac) 

• Vortex Genius 3 (IKA) 

 

4.4 Methods 

Sample collection 

Samples were collected from 23 volunteers aged 20 to 23, with normal body mass index 

and no viral or respiratory diseases.  The subjects were non-smokers. Each subject exhaled 

into the TURBO DECCS apparatus for 10 minutes.  TURBO stand for "Transportable Unit 

for Research of Biomarkers Obtained", and it is a thermoelectric cooling device. DECCS stands 

for "Disposable Exhaled Condensate Collection System", and it is a set of plastic circuits 

(Fig. 1). The EBC condensed in – 5 °C. Samples were stored in plastic tubes at – 80 °C (one 

sample) or processed immediately after their collection (22 samples).  

 

Figure 2 – The TURBO DECCS apparatus. Volunteers exhaled into the plastic tubing, which 

was equipped with saliva trap, and it led to the opening of the cooling device, where it was 

connected to the tube inside the cooling chamber.  

Medivac.it: https://www.medivac.it/en/turbo-deccs-systems/ 

 

Methanol – chloroform extraction 

The extraction mixture was prepared from methanol and chloroform (2:1) (v/v). One ml 

of the extraction mixture was added to each sample. The samples were mixed using the vortex 
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mixer, centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10 min and mixed again.  Samples were stored in – 4 °C 

for 1–2 h and centrifuged again at 1000 rpm for 10 min. Then the chloroform fraction with 

lipids was transported to a separate microtube using the pipette. The chloroform was evaporated 

using nitrogen. The lipids were resuspended in 50 µl of HPLC pure methanol and then analyzed 

(Fig. 2). 

  

High-performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry 

The analysis was performed using a quadrupole QTrap 5500 mass spectrometer. 

The samples were loaded by the robot to the column automatically. The mobile phases used 

in liquid chromatography were MilliQ water (A) and methanol (B), both with 0.01% acetic 

acid. Their gradients were 20 % B in the first minute, increased to 35% in 3 minutes and then 

increased to 99% in 15 minutes and 100 % in 17 minutes and 6 seconds. After 56 seconds, the B 

phase decreased to 20 % in one minute, and the column was equilibrated at 20% B for another 

minute. The run time of the process was 20 minutes. For the MS the conditions were: medium 

collision gas flow, the drying temperature 400°C, the needle voltage − 4,500 V, the curtain gas 

30 psi, the first ion source gas 40 psi and the second ion source gas 30 psi. 

 

Analysis of the samples and calculations  

Each sample was analyzed five times to ascertain the highest level of analysis and lower 

statistical error; the standard deviation was not above 10 % of the mean.  A standard curve 

was performed for each ceramide and ergosterol. The standard curves were performed between 

1 fg/µl up to 5000 fg/µl. All the standard curves had a good correlation, > 0,9. The standard 

curves are included in the appendix (Graphs 7 – 17). 

For ergosterol values, the positiveness criteria were to detect quantifiable ergosterol 

in at least 3 of the 5 analyses with a standard deviation not above 10 % of the mean. None 

of the negative samples had detectable ergosterol values in the five readings, and consequently, 

they were labelled as negative.  

 

Statistical analysis 

The paired and unpaired Student's t-test was used to compare different groups. Also, the Person 

coefficient was used to calculate correlations among the values of the diverse species analyzed. 
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Figure 3 – The analysis schema. The chloroform-methanol extraction was followed by drying 

of the lipid layer with nitrogen. Resuspended lipids were analyzed using LC-MS.   
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5 RESULTS 

The analysis was performed on ceramides C14:0, C16:0, C17:0, C18:1, C20:0, C22:0, 

C24:1, C26:0 and ergosterol. The values of the ceramides and ergosterol are in Table 1.  

And they are also captured in Graph 1. Correlations between individual ceramides 

in the complete analysis are in Table 2.  The ergosterol was detected in 15 of the 23 samples. 

The ergosterol levels in the 8 remaining samples were under detection limit (Tab. 3) (Tab. 4).  

We found higher levels of ceramide C24:1 in the ergosterol positive samples than the negative 

ergosterol samples, P = 0,037707 (Tab. 4) (Graph 2). And we also detected elevated levels 

of ceramide C26:0 in the ergosterol negative samples compared to the ergosterol positive 

samples (Tab. 4) (Graph 2). The P-value was 0,038853 (Tab.4).  

Correlations between individual ceramides in the samples without detectable ergosterol 

are in Table 5. Correlations between individual ceramides in the samples with detectable 

ergosterol are in Table 6.   

We also compared the levels of ceramide in the group of samples with ergosterol levels 

lower than 5 pmol (Tab. 7) and in the group of samples with ergosterol levels higher than 

5 pmol (Tab. 8). The significant P-value 0,026206 was calculated for ceramide C16:0 

(Graph 3). The levels of ceramides were also compared between sexes and significant P value 

0,0004 was observed in the ceramide C18:1, which was elevated in females  and in ceramide 

C24:1 (P value 0,04) which was elevated in males (Graph 4). 

The levels of ceramide originating from long-chain fatty acids and very long-chain fatty 

acids were compared in graph 5. However, they did not display significant differences. 

The levels of ceramide originating from long-chain fatty acids and very long-chain fatty acids 

were also compared between sexes (Graph 6).
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Table 1 – The ceramides and ergosterol values in each sample of the collected EBC analyzed by HPLCMS.  

  Analyte [pmol]                   

SN C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 C26:0 Ergosterol 

1 7,50718 8,357897 8,211543 10,29989 12,77042 8,233206 8,896045 16,70759 10,91085 8,105381 0,29 

2 8,134704 12,42564 9,416145 3,374457 6,69802 5,115751 7,106715 14,0843 27,29656 6,347708 1,8748684 

3 6,834116 13,16629 6,620469 8,915932 7,381708 11,93502 1,081217 13,91584 24,48262 5,666788 3,4477143 

4 4,392188 8,145975 6,055388 13,24203 10,51473 24,29081 4,865457 14,30621 13,07682 1,110386 1,8747161 

5 8,718131 6,906467 2,019519 16,23549 16,27075 12,82303 20,30441 8,005647 5,062965 3,65359 8,7490894 

6 2,687682 6,858826 1,771493 12,86449 15,09433 14,10746 15,20056 6,865605 7,999894 16,54965 0 

7 2,684777 7,216352 3,618259 15,58099 17,05733 16,00612 17,25435 8,951662 7,554442 4,075717 5,8214801 

8 4,617863 7,565679 0,94159 8,16364 14,72596 13,04769 13,97864 4,820583 15,61386 16,5245 0 

9 6,189561 8,464337 0,042436 9,873646 17,08768 9,546614 18,18466 4,395964 11,73521 14,47989 3,5121127 

10 3,302716 8,411092 1,28671 7,51761 16,49296 11,90555 17,56353 6,394213 5,080803 22,04482 0 

11 8,698664 3,649188 0,516674 12,309 11,20837 10,15441 22,61184 6,945636 6,799455 17,10675 3,7856166 

12 10,18562 3,916657 0,740646 11,50459 14,01284 12,04891 14,20461 5,127651 7,359 20,89947 5,1868652 

13 11,62631 3,826889 0,899278 9,401569 16,62703 9,125186 14,32916 4,962807 9,710059 19,49171 0 

14 3,331384 5,955782 3,641249 17,16259 18,48664 13,03029 19,19855 8,540228 7,665575 2,987713 0 

15 8,091564 6,381498 6,248023 5,76854 13,20199 8,408998 10,58481 9,772488 18,02603 13,51606 4,688183 

16 11,71964 5,570657 9,721993 7,889872 14,23702 6,168309 14,42852 3,006354 8,893488 18,36414 0 

17 13,0186 4,753413 5,326765 11,06636 12,69829 10,59126 13,2256 5,20225 4,562414 19,55504 0 

18 6,857707 6,705917 0,590752 6,568038 15,98429 8,513996 14,39118 6,541999 14,25292 19,5932 2,1794434 

19 10,96579 7,423202 6,920699 10,50367 6,659362 8,000124 14,2627 4,817257 13,7464 16,70079 5,6251339 

20 4,7567017 4,700449 3,663621 7,441345 11,09874 7,920273 14,21968 14,62305 9,278161 7,997983 7,8117634 

21 5,8836476 3,807139 6,579434 10,58551 6,751311 4,188086 13,6578 15,21719 12,34977 6,680116 0 

22 5,9142248 3,965356 6,642125 9,258651 12,49747 3,706999 10,50582 9,143807 16,2721 7,793454 8,5349197 

23 7,9360128 4,027267 0,601657 6,922421 13,31793 4,712794 7,979444 11,43601 19,3536 9,412861 11,249196 

SN stands for sample number. 
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Table 2 – The Person's correlation coefficient for different types of ceramides in all 23 analyzed samples of EBC.  

Ceramide C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 

C14                   

C16 - 0,3205                 

C17 0,190101 0,307135               

C18 -0,2611 -0,31223 -0,18377             

C18:1 -0,26227 -0,38978 -0,61694 0,291349           

C20 -0,47416 0,170071 -0,28031 0,509732 0,17445         

C22 -0,11589 -0,49848 -0,50499 0,458729 0,526617 -0,04104       

C24 -0,26077 0,25034 0,445377 -0,05045 -0,44435 -0,08518 -0,47486     

C24:1 0,019612 0,503481 0,370817 -0,57647 -0,51503 -0,37614 -0,71236 0,475264   

C26:0 0,392472 -0,35285 -0,38162 -0,41751 0,183223 -0,27523 0,271825 -0,68112 -0,30741 

The significant correlations are highlighted. 

Table 3 – The values of ceramides in samples without detectable ergosterol with their mean value and standard deviation.   

   Analyte [pmol] 

SN C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 C26:0 Ergosterol 

6 2,687682 6,858826 1,771493 12,86449 15,09433 14,10746 15,20056 6,865605 7,999894 16,54965 0 

8 4,617863 7,565679 0,94159 8,16364 14,72596 13,04769 13,97864 4,820583 15,61386 16,5245 0 

10 3,302716 8,411092 1,28671 7,51761 16,49296 11,90555 17,56353 6,394213 5,080803 22,04482 0 

13 11,62631 3,826889 0,899278 9,401569 16,62703 9,125186 14,32916 4,962807 9,710059 19,49171 0 

14 3,331384 5,955782 3,641249 17,16259 18,48664 13,03029 19,19855 8,540228 7,665575 8,963139 0 

16 11,71964 5,570657 9,721993 7,889872 14,23702 6,168309 14,42852 3,006354 8,893488 18,36414 0 

17 13,0186 4,753413 5,326765 11,06636 12,69829 10,59126 13,2256 5,20225 4,562414 19,55504 0 

21 5,8836476 3,807139 6,579434 10,58551 6,751311 4,188086 13,6578 15,21719 12,34977 6,680116 0 

                        

Mean 7,02348 5,843685 3,771064 10,58145 14,38919 10,27048 15,1978 6,876154 8,984482 16,02164   

SD 4,351395 1,693607 3,210717 3,221101 3,546689 3,54488 2,094091 3,746199 3,651044 5,397228   

SN stands for sample number.  
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Table 4 – The values of ceramides in samples with detectable ergosterol with their mean value and standard deviation and with P-values comparing 

the ceramide values of these samples to the ceramide values of the samples without detectable ergosterol.  

  Analyte [pmol] 

SN C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 C26:0 Ergosterol 

1 7,50718 8,357897 8,211543 10,29989 12,77042 8,233206 8,896045 16,70759 10,91085 8,105381 0,29 

2 8,134704 12,42564 9,416145 3,374457 6,69802 5,115751 7,106715 14,0843 27,29656 6,347708 1,874868 

3 6,834116 13,16629 6,620469 8,915932 7,381708 11,93502 1,081217 13,91584 24,48262 5,666788 3,447714 

4 4,392188 8,145975 6,055388 13,24203 10,51473 24,29081 4,865457 14,30621 13,07682 1,110386 1,874716 

5 8,718131 6,906467 2,019519 16,23549 16,27075 12,82303 20,30441 8,005647 5,062965 3,65359 8,749089 

7 2,684777 7,216352 3,618259 15,58099 17,05733 16,00612 17,25435 8,951662 7,554442 4,075717 5,82148 

9 6,189561 8,464337 0,042436 9,873646 17,08768 9,546614 18,18466 6,593946 11,73521 14,47989 3,512113 

11 8,698664 3,649188 0,516674 12,309 11,20837 10,15441 22,61184 6,945636 6,799455 17,10675 3,785617 

12 10,18562 3,916657 0,740646 11,50459 14,01284 12,04891 14,20461 5,127651 7,359 20,89947 5,186865 

15 8,091564 6,381498 6,248023 5,76854 13,20199 8,408998 10,58481 9,772488 18,02603 13,51606 4,688183 

18 6,857707 6,705917 0,590752 6,568038 15,98429 8,513996 14,39118 6,541999 14,25292 19,5932 2,179443 

19 10,96579 7,423202 6,920699 10,50367 6,659362 8,000124 14,2627 4,817257 13,7464 16,70079 5,625134 

20 4,756702 4,700449 3,663621 7,441345 11,09874 7,920273 14,21968 14,62305 9,278161 7,997983 7,811763 

22 5,914225 3,965356 6,642125 9,258651 12,49747 3,706999 10,50582 9,143807 16,2721 7,793454 8,53492 

23 7,936013 4,027267 0,601657 6,922421 13,31793 4,712794 7,979444 11,43601 19,3536 9,412861 11,2492 

   

Mean 7,191129 7,030166133 4,127197 9,853246 12,38411 10,09447 12,4302 10,06487 13,68048 10,43067 4,975407 

SD 2,115266 2,799062335 3,101156 3,459246 3,396499 4,925486 5,71187 3,726232 6,274285 5,973334 2,949238942 

  

P-value 0,920788 0,229493684 0,803556 0,626407 0,21576 0,923858 0,119108 0,073783 0,037707 0,038853 0,00001916 

SN stands for sample number. Significant P-values are highlighted.  
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Table 5 – The Person's correlation coefficient for different types of ceramides in the samples of EBC without detectable ergosterol. 

Ceramide C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 

C14                   

C16 -0,73319                 

C17 0,475355 -0,43536               

C18 -0,32831 -0,24567 0,049537             

C18:1 -0,27263 0,378511 -0,57786 0,088113           

C20 -0,60022 0,62912 -0,77478 0,232754 0,670861         

C22 -0,66543 0,326254 -0,11684 0,541606 0,384718 0,229026       

C24 -0,27733 -0,26053 0,267602 0,456598 -0,65276 -0,39979 0,362383     

C24:1 -0,14091 -0,09303 0,047835 -0,09407 -0,43194 -0,28321 -0,19686 0,399048   

C26:0 0,363459 0,215825 -0,24402 -0,83871 0,105206 0,061631 -0,59617 -0,64403 -0,32935 

Significant correlations are highlighted.  

 

Table 6 – The Person's correlation coefficient for different types of ceramides and ergosterol in the samples of EBC with detectable ergosterol. 

Analyte C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 C26:0 

C14                     

C16 -0,216270683                   

C17 -0,083767045 0,536538                 

C18 -0,227926347 -0,32105 -0,29129               

C18:1 -0,288068533 -0,54487 -0,64631 0,356605             

C20 -0,501350914 0,088719 -0,11347 0,607352 0,031074           

C22 0,088163307 -0,62491 -0,61976 0,437774 0,523219 -0,08801         

C24 -0,337568055 0,326802 0,556429 -0,25593 -0,28236 0,021752 -0,6014       

C24:1 -0,337568055 0,540172 0,503053 -0,75618 -0,48504 -0,4319 -0,75489 0,411114     

C26:0 0,187819918 -0,46883 -0,47463 -0,30815 0,108139 -0,44478 0,403233 -0,63374 -0,15151   

Ergosterol 0,187819918 -0,51801 -0,29487 0,235092 0,374451 -0,25637 0,298681 -0,06073 -0,02764 -0,040195381 

The significant correlations are highlighted. 
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Table 7 – The values of ceramides and ergosterol in the samples with detectable ceramides levels lower than 5 pmol.  

  Analyte [pmol] 

SN C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 C26:0 Ergosterol 

1 7,50718 8,357897 8,211543 10,29989 12,77042 8,233206 8,896045 16,70759 10,91085 8,105381 0,29 

2 8,134704 12,42564 9,416145 3,374457 6,69802 5,115751 7,106715 14,0843 27,29656 6,347708 1,874868 

3 6,834116 13,16629 6,620469 8,915932 7,381708 11,93502 1,081217 13,91584 24,48262 5,666788 3,447714 

4 4,392188 8,145975 6,055388 13,24203 10,51473 24,29081 4,865457 14,30621 13,07682 1,110386 1,874716 

9 6,189561 8,464337 0,042436 9,873646 17,08768 9,546614 18,18466 6,593946 11,73521 14,47989 3,512113 

11 8,698664 4,649188 0,516674 12,309 11,20837 10,15441 22,61184 6,945636 6,799455 17,10675 3,785617 

15 8,091564 6,381498 6,248023 5,76854 13,20199 8,408998 10,58481 9,772488 18,02603 13,51606 4,688183 

18 6,857707 6,705917 0,590752 6,568038 15,98429 8,513996 14,39118 6,541999 14,25292 19,5932 2,179443 

Mean 7,0882105 8,537093 4,712679 8,793942 11,8559 10,77485 10,96524 11,1085 15,82256 10,74077 2,7065818 

SD 1,3661608 2,924191 3,752568 3,360871 3,70142 5,7955 7,108508 4,117215 7,007702 6,384225 1,403603 

SN stands for sample number 
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Table 8 – The values of ceramides and ergosterol in the samples with detectable ceramides levels higher than 5 pmol and the P-value comparing 

the ceramide values in samples with ergosterol levels under 5 pmol and over 5 pmol.    

  Analyte [pmol] 

S.N. C14 C16 C17 C18 C18:1 C20 C22 C24 C24:1 C26:0 Ergosterol 

5 8,718131 6,906467 2,019519 16,23549 16,27075 12,82303 20,30441 8,005647 5,062965 3,65359 8,749089 

7 2,684777 7,216352 3,618259 15,58099 17,05733 16,00612 17,25435 8,951662 7,554442 4,075717 5,82148 

12 10,18562 3,916657 0,740646 11,50459 14,01284 12,04891 14,20461 5,127651 7,359 20,89947 5,186865 

19 10,96579 7,423202 6,920699 10,50367 6,659362 8,000124 14,2627 4,817257 13,7464 16,70079 5,625134 

20 4,756702 4,700449 3,663621 7,441345 11,09874 7,920273 14,21968 14,62305 9,278161 7,997983 7,811763 

22 5,914225 3,965356 6,642125 9,258651 12,49747 3,706999 10,50582 9,143807 16,2721 7,793454 8,53492 

23 7,936013 4,027267 0,601657 6,922421 13,31793 4,712794 7,979444 11,43601 19,3536 9,412861 11,2492 

 

Mean 7,308751143 5,450821 3,458075 11,06388 12,98777 9,316893 14,10443 8,872155 11,23238 10,07626643 7,56835 

SD 2,99635644 1,398299 2,815823 3,164748 3,470992 4,206375 3,567011 4,386512 6,483784 5,78700966 2,176978 

 

P-value 0,862213211 0,026206 0,460106 0,237661 0,552006 0,593029 0,308534 0,272473 0,173528 0,844412302 0,000489 

SN stands for sample number 
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Graph 1 – The graph of complete analysis of the 23 collected EBC samples for ceramides and ergosterol.   

 

The left y-axis is reference axis for ceramides values. The right y-axis is reference axis for ergosterol due to its lower levels.  
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Graph 2 –The differences in ceramides levels in the EBC samples with and without detectable ergosterol  

 

P stands for P-value. The left y-axes are reference axes for ceramides values. The right y-axes are reference axes for ergosterol due to its lower levels. 

Significant differences were observed in the C24:1 and C26 ceramide values.  
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Graph 3 – The differences in ceramides levels in the samples with ergosterol levels under 5 pmol and over 5 pmol.  

 

      P = 0,026 

 

 

 
P stands for P-value. The left y-axes are reference axes for ceramides values. The right y-axes are reference axes for ergosterol due to its lower levels. 

Significant difference was observed in the C16 ceramide values.    
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Graph 4 – The comparison of values of ceramides and ergosterol in males and females.  

 
P stands for P-value. The left y-axes are reference axes for ceramides values. The right y-axes are reference axes for ergosterol due to its lower levels. 

Significant differences were observed in the C18:1 and C24:1 ceramide values.  
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Graph 5 – The levels of ceramides with long-chain fatty acids and ceramides with very-long-chain fatty acids in the samples of EBC with and 

without detectable ergosterol. No significant differences were encountered. 

 

   
LCFA stands for long chain fatty acid ceramides. VLCFA stands for very long chain fatty acid ceramides. The left y-axes are reference axes for ceramides 

values. The right y-axes are reference axes for ergosterol due to its lower levels 
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Graph 6 – The comparison of the levels of ceramides with long chain and very long chain fatty acids in EBC samples of males and females. 

 
LCFA stands for long chain fatty acid ceramides. VLCFA stands for very long chain fatty acids ceramides. The left y-axes are reference axes for ceramides 

values. The right y-axes are reference axes for ergosterol due to its lower levels. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

Even though nitro oxide detection in the exhaled breath by specific apparatus FeNO 

is generally accepted as an excellent clinical marker of the airways' inflammation, there are still 

limitations on the analysis. These limitations are because nitric oxide production in the upper 

airways is higher than in the lower airways. (Turner et al.,2019) 

Exhaled breath condensate is a non-invasive, simple technique that may identify 

different metabolites involved in the airways' inflammation. Most of the research has been 

devoted to the analysis of cytokines or leukotrienes, prostaglandin metabolites. However, little 

is known about other inflammatory markers.  

In recent years, ceramides have been considered essential biomarkers of respiratory 

diseases (Garić et al., 2019) (Garić et al.,2020). Interestingly, there have been no reports 

of these lipid moieties in the exhaled breath condensate. We aimed to analyse ceramide species 

as critical biomarkers of the airways' inflammation. 

Rhinitis is defined as irritation and inflammation of the mucous membrane inside 

the nose. It has been linked to infections of Aspergillus, Alternaria, Candida, Cladosporium 

and Penicillium species (DeShazo et al. 1997) (Stammberger et al., 1984) (Ponikau et al. 1999). 

The fungi in the airways may form a biofilm and then raise the host's IgE levels and cause 

chronic inflammation (Foreman et al., 2012). Although immunocompromised or older adults 

are at a higher risk of fungi infections, they are not uncommon in a relatively healthy 

population. Fungi spores are also prevalent in the environment. Sometimes their levels are even 

higher than pollen levels, and they can impact upper airways, for example, when the subject 

is exposed to the moulds (Bush et Yunginger, 1987).  

We hypothesized that ceramide levels would be increased in individuals with elevated 

ergosterol, a sterol found in fungi cell membranes, compared to controls (Petrache et al., 2013). 

We found a positive correlation between ceramide C24:1 and ergosterol and a negative 

correlation between ceramide C26:0 and ergosterol. These results suggest that ergosterol may 

be a critical biomarker for fungi derived subclinical inflammation. Individual ceramides also 

correlated with each other. However, the correlations were more significant in the samples that 

lack ergosterol.  

When we divided the samples with positive ergosterol into two groups, lower and higher 

than 5 pmols, a significant difference was observed. There were higher levels of ceramide C16:0 

in the group with low ergosterol levels. Even though the significance of this finding 
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has to be confirmed in a higher amount of samples, it suggests that changes in other ceramides 

species is also possible. 

Gender seems to be important in the amount of detectable C18:1 and C24:1 species; 

however, caution should be taken since ergosterol levels were higher in female than in male 

donors. As expressed before, C24:1 levels differ between the groups lacking ergosterol to those 

with detectable ergosterol. 

In general, ceramide levels are essential markers in exhaled breath condensate as well 

as ergosterol. Extension of the studied data set and evaluation of the tested subject's mycobiome 

is needed to analyze this topic further to confirm our hypothesis.  
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7 CONCLUSION 

 
1. Ceramides are essential biomarkers in lung physiology and can be detected in exhaled 

breath condensate.  

2. There are gender differences in ceramide species that may be relevant for lung 

physiology.   

3. Ergosterol is a potential biomarker linked to airway inflammation caused by fungi.  
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9 APPENDIX 

 
Graph 7 – Standard curve for ceramide C14 

 
 

Graph 8 – Standard curve for ceramide C16 
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Graph 9 – Standard curve for ceramide C17 

 

 
 

Graph 10 – Standard curve for ceramide C18 
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Graph 11 – Standard curve for ceramide C18:1 

 
 

Graph 12 – Standard curve for ceramide C20 
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Graph 13 – Standard curve for ceramide C22 

 

 
 

Graph 14 – Standard curve for ceramide C24 
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Graph 15 – Standard curve for ceramide C24:1 

 

 
 

Graph 16 – Standard curve for ceramide C26 
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Graph 17 – Standard curve for ergosterol 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


